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f. - leav~n·g~that responsibility op to the'ih!.-
div id u a I groups to seek funding 
through the S and A Fees Committee, 
SARB, etc. 
• ( 1' • .. "" ~ t \- , 
·'rn'inlst a{ive '·otficer · ror'- 'the' lEP 's'ay's'.' ' 'ahere'~asn"i b'een'a concientious ef- ., ~ • • H 
that qualified canqidates are difficult to . f 9Tt to recruit an Indian staff and one 
By Mark Walker 
Staff Writer 
Six days after a .conference was 
called to discuss problems facing 
Eastern's Indian Education Program 
and Native AmeriC-an Indian Club the 
AS Legislature compounded those 
problems by denying the NAIC a 
supplemental budget request of $6, I 04. 
, Tbe NAIC mac;ie the supplemental 
request after their original budget of 
$5, I 04 was cut 60% to $2,000 by the S 
and A fees committee. 
Greg Azure, president -of the NJ\IC, 
said that the cuts made were n9t 
expected and that the Legislature's ac-
tion is .. excluding our culture." 
In denying the budget request, the 
Legislature pointed out that it is no 
· tonger the intent of that body to fund 
any student club or organization, 
~the 
Six days before the Legislature's ac-
tion, a conference concerning the IEP 
and NAIC was held in the Long 
House, center for lndian __ activities. 
, Sponsored by the NAIC, the con-
ference was called to review the history 
of the IEP at Eastern and to discuss 
~urrent problems and future directions 
for both the IEP and NAIC. 
In attendance at the conference, were 
area tribal 1eaders, and IEP specialists, 
including Ron Half Moon, director of 
the I EP at WSU. Also· in attendance 
was Mel Tanasket, president of the 
National Congress of American In-
dians. 
Among tl)e problems discussed was 
the lack of a director for the I EP, lack 
of Indian personhel on the staff, and 
the difficulty in securing funds for 
programs the NAIC wishes to sponsor. 
The former director of the IEP 
resigned in September and, so far, ef-
forts to -find a new director have proven 
futile. According to Azure, the lack of 
direction has .. seriously hurt the 
.program." 
Dr. Henry York Steiner, Dean of 
Undergraduate Affairs and ad-
I ; 
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Transfer Cost Down 
Magic Bus Profits Up 
By Ray Spanjer 
Staff Writer 
The EWSC Magic Bus i's 
finally getting over it's long-
winded fin.ancial problems. 
According · to Spokane 
Transit Records, the com-
muter service has been making 
a slight profit for the past two 
weeks . . 
At this week's bus com-
mittee meeting, Winfiel·d 
Davidson, b.us committee 
chairman said, .. We are · 
making a small profit now, 
and our policy is to only break 
even." 
transfer redu.chon to take 
effect January fifth. 
In other matters, it was 
brought to the committee's 
attention that Spokane Transit 
official's had not" had time to 
go over the $750 deficit figure 
that had been reported to the 
committee earlier this month. 
The committee is awaiting 
further ,action by STS on the 
matter. 
The Magic Bus schedule for 
finals week will stay the same 
on Monday, Tuesday and 
Wednesday, while, only one bus 
will operate on each scheduled 
run on Thursday and Friday. 
locate at this point in the academic year of the recommendations of the con-
and that he is currently pursuing , -Yference was that the hiring policies of 
applicants. • .. ,,: ·,, the Affirmative Action Program be 
Another issue raised by the NAIC looked into." 
points out the varied discrependes .. , hayen·t yet found a viable body 
between the NAIC and the Black Stu- on campus that has more than a sym-
dent Union and the IEP and Black pathetic ear for me. It's not over," said 
Education· Program . Azure. 
The current budget for the BSU , 
which has a membership of l5i 
students, is $ I 0, 700, whereas the 
NAIC, which has 211 student 
members, is budgeted $2,000. On a per 
capita basis alone BSU students are 
receiving $70 a head, while NAIC 
students receive $9.43. 
The Black Education Program has a 
departmental standing, whereas the 
I EP does not. "We are under direct 
control of the administration and 
s'hould · have departmental standing 
after receiving six years of federal fun-
ding," saud Azure. 
Another complaint is that all BEP 
classes apply towards general studies 
requirements and none of the classes 
offered by the I EP do. 
The staff of the I EP currently con-
tains only one Indian-Azure. The 
staff of the ·BEP is manned completely 
by Black personnel. 
GREG AZURE listens intentlv at the 
I.E.P. conference held last week in the 
Long House. Azure charged administra-
tion officials with lack of. interest in 
I.E.P. affairs. (Photo by Doug McKay) 
Attorney Selected to 
Research S& A Fees 
By Doug Sly 
News Editor 
A private attorney has 
agreed to do research on 
behalf of the Associated ' 
Students, concerning the legal 
ramifications surrounding ser-
vices and activities fees. 
Attorney Daryl Phillipson 
agreed to do the research after 
being contacted by AS Presi-
dent Tom· Hampson. 
The AS Legislature had 
prevfously recommended that 
Hampson seek legal advice to . 
determine whether the 
students had grounds for com-
.. plaints concerning the 
budgeting of services and ac-
tivities fees. 
Phillipson, 26, is a 1968 
graduate of EWSC. He 
received his law degree from 
the University of California at 
Berkeley.· 
According to Hampson. 
Phillipson has been provided 
with a collection of informa-
tion to study. 
son was looking into the 
possibilities of incorporation 
of the Associated Students, the 
legality of the AS hiring an at-
torney and the legal 
ramilications surrounding ser-
vices and activities f ee.s. 
Hampson said he had been 
contacted by Asst. A tty. 
General Roger Reed who in-
formed him that students were 
not allowed to hire an attorney 
with state money. 
Hampson asked Reed for a 
written opinion on the matter 
but had not received an opi-
nion from Reed as of last 
Tuesday . 
Besides the services and ac-
tivities issue, student govern-
ment has been working on a 
long list of constitutional 
reforms during the past 
month . 
The legislature passed one 
important constitu_tional 
amendment that established 
the duties of an individual 
legislator. In conjunction with that 
policy, Davidson presented a 
proposal to the committee 
which would reduce transfer 
costs from forty cents to thirty 
cents. 
The EWSC winter break 
schedule will be decided later 
this week. Next quarter's 
schedule will be similar, if not 
the same as this quarter's 
schedule. 
l ;_Rej~Jion, E~lained ...... 2 '"Most of the information 
was either taken from my files 
or collected by Executive 
Assistant Curt Schnell," said 
Hampson. 
According to a recent AS 
Superior Court decision con-
cerning · non-performance 
After discussing the 
proposal, the committee un-
animously, passed a ten~cent 
Prof. Killed 
Dr. Ralph G. Connor, 
professor of sociology., was 
killed about ·5: 15 p.m. Tuesday 
when his car went out Qf con-
trol and rolled over into a 
ditch near Cheney. 
A Washington State Patrol 
Spokesman said Connor was 
northbound between Cheney 
and Interstate 90 wh~n the 
small foreign auto he was 
driving rolled over seyera.l 
times and c~e to rest on its 
top. 
Connor suffered a severe 
head injury a_nd probably died 
instantly, according to the 
WSP. The body was taken to 
the Jerue Funeral Home in 
Cheney. 
1,, Pot -e._s~ Increase ........ 3 
1 E,ditorial Page . . . . . . ~ ,- . . . . 6 
Op'inion ............. . ... 7 
Entertainment .... . : . ... S, 9 
Sporis ....... : .. . .... 10, 11 
Hampson said that Phillip-
SYMMETRICAL ICE CRYSTALS gleam in the morning sun, in contrast with the ragged edges or a 
leaf. After a snowstorm this cold and starkly beautiful world belongs to ice spicules, snow drifts and 
occasionally a hardy photographer. (Ph~tos by Don McIntyre) 
, , . ' 
· charges brought against Dave 
Breidenbach, individual 
legislators have no specific 
duties. 
The amendment passed by a 
vote of I 0-3 with Breidenbach. 
Mike Selle and Winfield 
Davidson voting against the 
motion. 
All con s titutional 
amendments must be passed 
by the legislature and then 
placed on the ballot f'o r stu-
dent t:on sideration. 
In oth e r m a tt ers, th e 
leg isla ture has recently taken 
t ht: fo llow in g actions: 
-Turned dow n supplemen-
ta l bu dget requests from the 
Int e rn a ti o n a l S t uden t . 
Assoc iati on a nd the at ive 
/\meri ca n Indi a n C lu b. 
-Seated Bruce Ellis to posi-
tion No. 13. This happe ned 
aft e r th e Supe rior o un 
reinsta ted Dave Breidenbac h 
to position No. I. Positio n No. 
13 was the only vacant posi-
tion le ft on the legislature. 




Donor Reje'C'tions Explaili't3·a 
By Chuck St. John 
Staff Writer 
The ROTC-sponsored 
blood drive on Nov. 13 and 14 
set two new records. More 
people tried to donate than 
ever before, and a higher 
percentage than ever before 
were rejected. 
Of the 363 people who tried 
to donate, 138 were rejected 
for a wide variety of reasons. 
The most common reason was 
for failing the hemoglobin 
screening test for iron in the 
blood. A total of 56 of the 138 
donors rejected failed this 
screemng. 
In comparison, the May of 
1975 blood drawing drew 267 
potential donors and 81 of 
them were rejected, but only 
eight of these rejections were 
for low iron content. 
Nur~s speculate 
Although nurses at last 
month's blood drive 
speculated that the high 
percentage of rejections could 
be linked with the nutritional 
value of food served at 
Tawanka Commons, Jean 
Merrill, chief nurse at the 
Spokane Blood Bank told The 
Easterner in a letter this week 
that there are several possible 
reasons for the high hem-
oglobin rejection. 
The reasons included poor 
eating habits and a person's 
sex and individual met-
abolism. 
Students rejected 
On the first day of last 
month's blood drive, 21 of the 
3 I people rejected for low iron 
content were students who ate 
at Tawanka. The names of 
those people who were rejected 
the following day were not 
available at press time. 
However, as Nurse Merrill 
pointed out in her letter, "We 
(the nursing staff at the blood 
bank) are not aware of what 
food is consumed, what selec-
tion of the variety is made by 
the eater, (or) with what 
frequency each student par-
takes at the dining room ... " 
Nutrition determined 
Tawanka dieticians last 
week selected one day's menu 
at random and determined its 
nutritional content. If one ser-
ving of each item on the three-
AM and FM Shorten 
Length of Radio ·Day 
Plans are being finalized to 
oper.ate KEWC-AM FM 89.9 
18 hours-a-day, six days-a-
week winter quarter. 
The station will continue its 
Rainbow Format, playing all 
types of music, although air 
personnel will be playing more , 
jazz than classical. 
KEWC began cutting back 
from its round-the-clock 
broadcast schedule following 
the relieving of students from 
positions of control on 
November 17. 
At that time eight students 
were dropped by Dr. Howard 
Hopf for failing to maintain 
their class assignments and 
grades. 
The Easterner incorrectly 
listed thr.ee students who were 
not relieved in a November 20 
news article. 
Chuck Spencer-assistant 
news director, Wendy 
Ure-public service director 
and Ron Emert-public 
relations director retained 
their positions with the sta-
tion, according to Hopf. . · 
The others were given the 
option of re-applying for their 
positions, if they pulled up_ 
their grades winter quarter. 
The new broadcast hours 
for next quarter are 6 a.m. to 
midnight Monday through 
Friday, off the air S~turday 
and ·noon to midnight Sunday. 
If schedules can be met 
without sacrificing academic 
work, there is a possibility that 
the -station may expand its day 
to 2 a.m. with a jazz oriented 
program. 
Maintaining satisfactory 
grades in the R-TV depart-
ment is the major criteria 
change in station management 
direction. 
;neal menu was eaten, 39 .1 
milligrams (mg) of iron would 
be CClnsumed. 
Realizing that not everyone 
eating at Tawanka will eat 
every item on a three-meal 
menu, the dieticians then put 
together a more typical selec-
tion from the original menu 
and the second selection 
produced a totai of 18.4 mg of 
iron. 
The Recommended Daily 
Allowance (RDA) for iron, set 
by the federal government, is 
12 mg. of iron for men and 18 
mg for women. 
Iron needs fary 
Ms. Geraldine Stevenson, 
instructor of nutrition and 
dietetics, commented that not 
everyone needs to take in that 
much iron to have an adequate 
iron supply. It depends a great 
deal on the individual's 
metabolism. 
Ms. Stevenson also said, 
.. Tawanka offers a large varie-
ty of food but it is up to the 
student to take those that are 
inost nutritious. The best way 
to get all the nutrients 
necessary is to eat a good 
variety of food." 
Out of the 56 people rejected 
in the hemoglobin screening, 
only one was a male and he 
doesn't eat at Tawanka. 
PINTS OF IRON-RICH BLOOD being readied for transfer. 
Recently a large number ~f iron-deficient donors were turned away _ 
at an ROTC-sponsored blood drife held at EWSC. 
Don Daugherty, blood bank 
director, said, "A reading 
below this division of 12.5 
grams of iron per 100 
milliliters blood for females 
and 13.5 g/ml for males could 
' ' 
Iron nutrition is ~n in-
For example, one female 
Women lack iron who was rejected went to her 
teresting subje-~i: ' ,_ J-igte '' are 
some little-known facts, at 
least to laymen, about iron 
nutrition as provided by a 
study done at the University of 
Washington School of 
Medicine. 
Man ls unique As reflected by the RDA, doctor and had a sample 
females need more iron than taken. Her doctor determined 
· h that her iron level was suf- All vertebrates were faced 
majes. Th~ lJ~sic reason _ is.,_t .e h h · w1",th a hundred"old, a·ncrease a·n 
f bl d b f l ficient for her, even t oug at- 1, 
loss o oo y ema es was not acceptable to the iron requirements when a por-
during menSt ruation. Both tion of the blood b,.came used 
p-regnant women and women blood bank. ,, 
f h to carry oxygen, yet · iron 
in the period O growt Donors protected deficiencies are considered 
between infancy and ado- · d~ · d 
Daugherty Commented that rare an most un omestacate lescence have increased iron 
needs, according to a survey these requirements are set, not animals. 
done at the University of only to protect the donor from Man probably evolved his 
Washington Schoo I of having insufficient iron in his special ability to conserve iron 
Medicine. · system, but also to protect the in response to a very low fron 
The blood bank uses a recipient from receiving iron diet and low iron availability 
l · defica·ent blood. thro,ugh evolutionary changes copper sulphate so utaon as a 
I b. · I · · When asked what foods which were valuable .at the hemog o m screening test. t as 
not a count of the iron in the were high in iron, Ms. Steven- time they occurred. 
blood but only a dividing _son ~aid, .. Everyo~e should eat Body consenes iron 
point. If the blood has suf- a variety of foods. When It is difficult to study the 
ficient iron, a drop of it will eating, large portions are not iron in human blood because 
sink in the solution. If it floats, necessary, but take a small · no other animal has the same 
it does not meet the standards am<;lUnt from each of the four , l process of absorbing and 
set by the American Associa- b~sa_c fo~d ~roups. Even when , utilizing iron the same way a 
tion of Blood Banks and the d1etmg, at as necessary to get human does. Even the rat 
Bu~~au of Biologics. the proper nutrition." commonly used for exZ --------:--------------=-------=~~----__::;_ _______ .;;...._~___; ________ .., periments, is quite diff~rent. 
College Students! 
Se_rvice· Charge 
Available only at Spokane's First National Bank. If you are a full time student 
' at a~y accredited college or university, you're eligible. Service charge FREE 
CHECKING. NO minimum balance required, and you can write as many checks 
as you wish, absolutely free. 
In addition, when you open your service charge free checking. we automatically 
open a savings account, providing you single statement banking service. 
.MAIN OFFICE - 455-6444 
LINCOLN BRANCH - 455·6465 
INDUSTRIAL PARK BRANCH - 455-6484 
INDIAN TRAIL BRANCH - 455-6476 
FIVE MILE BRANCH - 455-6470 
DRIVE·IN BRANCH - 455-6482 
• Second & Stevens 
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Stores of iron in normal 
man are sufficient to replace 
losses for three years, if ab-
sorption of iron were to be 
completely abolished. 
Because of the various fac-
tors involved, and the com-
plexity of the subject, it is im-
possible to .. blame" the high 
hemoglobin rejection on any 
single institution or qualifica-
Hon. 
RESEAR-CH 
Thousands of Topics 
Send for your UP,to-dltl, 180-
peglt, mall ordlr catalog. Encl0te 
$1.00 to cow, po1tag1 and 
handing. 
RESEARCH AISIITANCE, INC. 
11322 IDAHO AVE .• I 208 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90026 
(213) 477-8474 
December 4, 1975 
l. ··,.- I , { , ... ,, .. • ~ I, . .. . f 
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Th}::::::::;.1 weed, Natio:rial Pot" Busts lncre·as·e 
away, or sell it, how t~e heU 
are you going to get it for 
private use?" 
marijuana, hasn't gone to pot • 
yet; reformers continue to pur-
sue its decriminalization. 
The National Organization 
for the Reform of Marijuana 
Laws, NORML, -recently 
released a. statistical bulletin 
concluding that a .. new survey 
in Or~gon shows the public 
continues to favor the new 
law." " . 
The bulletin also concluded 
from statistics that national 
marijuana a-rrests are up 
again •. Total marijuana arrests 
in_ 1974 were 445,600 as com-
pared with 18,815 arrests in 
1965 according to the news 
release . 
Captain Braune said that he 
doesn't believe we (the police) 
have served the public well if 
you pass a law that gives only 
half way. ·•v ou have to go all 
the way or not at all,·• he said. 
He emphasized that persons 
should be aware of the. dis:-
ti nct difference between 
d e c r i m i n i a I i z a t_i o n a n d 
legalization. 
.. Marijuana isn't really legal 
in Oregon", said Braune ••1t is 
just handled a bit differently." 
The news release by 
NORML noted that surv,ey 
results from Oregon show con.-
tin u in g support for 
decriminalization. 
.. While a nationwide survey It should be noted here that 
by the National · Institute on decriminalization does · not 
Drug Abuse shows that 86% of legalize · marijuana it merely 
the public. no longer favors lowers the penalty for it. 
sending marijuana smokers to Speaking · on the possible 
jail;" _said Keith Stroup, Direc- legalization of marijuana, 
tor of NORML," an estimated , ; . · · Captain Braune said that it 
6oo million dollars is to be THE CHANCE OF getting "busted" for posseuion or delivery of the controlled substance marijuana .. wo4ldn 't , make much sense to 
spent each year OQ marijuana ftas increased yearly, according ~o the results of a recent national suney. Marijuana arrests are on·the ' make helter-skelter laws 
enforcement. increase in most sta·tes. without a ·good data base and 
Commenting ~n .the news . Incredulous as it seems, the delivery in legal jargon is the are being arrested not for without licensed medical 
bulletin, Sheriff Captain statement.is fact as clarified by loophole where most persons smoking but for delivery of a research. 
Braune · of Spokane said ·that Captain Braune who further becomes categorized as .. arrest controlled substance. Braune said t·hat IO years 
before he could make definite explained the technicalities victims". · · The point B·raune made here I from now if marijuana -is 
statements on the report he behind the. law. Delivery or transporting a is that the Oregon law, though legalized with appropriate 
would have to investigate it. According to Braune, per- controlled substance is easing restrictions. slightly, research done h_e _would easily 
He was concerned primarily , sons are arrested for transpor- effected when one transacts a really didn't do anything. be able to __ say he was wrong 
about the ·methods of collec- tation, peddling of marijuana, sale of marijuana. "you still can get arrested for about martJuana. 
ting information, sampling growing · marijuana and Delivery also o-ccµrs. when delivery (as defif)ed above), .. But if we legalize it today 
and control groups used. possession. ·• · · two or more persons exchange possession of over 40 grams -.,ithou_t good research," said 
"Another thing is that we in "The majority of arrests," a joint between themselves and growing marijuana," said Bra·une, ··how could I look a 
Spokane ·, never make arrests Braune said, _"are for delivery without intent to sell but mere- Braune. defective child in th~ eyes ten 
for smoking m;;uijuana," Cap- of a conta-olled substance." ly for the purpose of smoking. ··And damn it," he aqded, years from now and say "I'm 
tain B.r~une said. ·. What exact-ly defines Technically then, smokers ··11 you can't grow it, give it sorry I was wrong." 
Budget Denied· ~ -~ -:.r, · _: .. :: . . • .'. 
,~~)#i7M~m.~~-· fi:40r·r.ges Discrimina'tio•n . ~~;::o:::~:· ~::; 
' I .. '.\ . • I . ', '! :.: ~ I ' • ' , ... • ~-. • " • 
lnt~.r-~atioi ~, .. ·s -~u:~·en,t legi_sla~ur~:~•·· he· i~icf.. ·, ··.,: '--\ f~nding . is a racist," · said Club-$2,000, Spanish Sur-
AssQcaitaon (f$A) President L:eg1slator Lo-:i_1s Mµsso )lad Musso. ··1 contend that this js .name-$400, Hawaii Club 
HakeemA~ebes_i·n .. ha~c.harg~ .strong opiili0ns:-<:lfhis~own 1on ', discrimination- in reverse." -$125, and the Wom~n•s 
we have the newest ski 
gear for the slopes · ... 
clothing, accessories, 
and equipment. Come 
in and see for yourself 
th~ ·~S _Leg!slature,:with ' di~- . the sµ~j~_t of, fun_d~!lg ;cl~~s Musso said that minority . C~mmission-$750. . 
crammata~n. ___ , ·. ,:
7
• ' •• : : • an~ o·tg~mzataons .. , . , . . . . funding attitudes have never Musso suggested ~hat th~ 
Adebesm made__. tlie •· state- :fhere are .55 •recognized been tested at EWSC ... We ISA be funded the same way 
ment in a memo·~ hartly.: after clubs and oTganizations , at need to find out what . the that the 50 other clubs and Sporting Goods 
the AS' . Legislatu,re ~· turned EWSCt · sai~ · Mu,sso. ·"Only students want" he said. organizations are funded. 
down his '.$·5,000· b·u,dg~t five of these club_s:are _ funded The five 'organizations 
·equest for the ISA. ·· . •with student money by the recognized ·by the AS that 
The memo eharg¢d that the legislature ' and all five are receive funding by way of ser-
legislature h~d violate~ college minorili~s org~i'nizations." vices and activities fees are! 
policy by~ di:s.cr.i_mi•nating ••Their fav.orite· argume.r;it is Black ' Student Un.ion-$10,-
against · the ISA . ~etnbers that anyone who ~uts their 700, Native American Indian 
mainly on the g.rounds of · · 
national origin. 
Joining Adeb~sin iri a~ ef-
fort to fund the ISA is , Black 
Studtrnt Union- Chairman ' 
Chris Hick~y. Hickey and 
Adebesin are both members of 
the AS Legislature. 
.. We couici .. take -the mafter 
to the Board·of Trustees," said 
Hickey. ··aut we want to try to 
g·et the pr,o~lem solved 
through the AS gov~rn,m~nt if · 
'' ~-we can. · .. , · , . 
Hickey said . sofne con~rete ·· 
action has _be:en · planned, .to 
assure fundidg •of the .ISA"> 
.. We are hopin·g for .'an 
o r g a n i zed e f ( o r. 1· o f a 11 




can go through the Contem-
porary Issues J3ureau to help 
mbsidize the cost of guest 
'Speakers," said Musso. A SUBSIDIARY O f MA~SHALL FIELD & COMPANY 
Bridges· to better times , 
It seldom occurs to people in this era of great, graceful 
spans; that the rivers- of the West were real barriers to the 
pioneers. 
In those days, crossing the swift, treacherous streams could 
be worth a man's life and, too often, that tragic price was paid. 
No wonder men pooled their skills and time and risked their lives 
to · erect a rickety crossing that might not survive the next 
spring'. s floods. 
It was a beginning, though; it made travel easier and s11fer. 
Trails became roads that supplied the settlements and took out 
the timber, grain, and ore . 
From the first, back-breaking steps, this required energy -
muscle power, horse power, steam, and then electricity - often 
generated by the' falling water of the same turbulent rivers 
that had once barred the way. 
Now, more than ever. our world requires energy. It is an 
irony of the time that with the need so urgent, organized forces 
are trying to stop or delay the building of power plants. These 
plants are essential to the public and public support is essential 
to· the building of the plants now, before time runs out. 
The Best Place To 
Buy COLD Weather 
Clothin1. 
TBI WUBIRITOII WlDB PO\DB OO• PDI 
CHENEY DEPT. STORE 






Legislator .Found Innocent 
By Ray Spanger 
Staff Writer 
The AS Superior Court last 
week found AS Legislator 
Dave Breidenbach not guilty 
on a charge of non-
performance of duty as a 
member of the legislature .. 
The court ruled that the AS 
Constitution fails to list the 
duties of individual legislators 
and, therefore, that the court 
could not remove an in-
dividual legislator for non-
performance. 
The charge, which had been 
brought by AS President Tom 
Hampson earlier in the month, 
stemmed from an un-
authorized leave of absence 
which Breidenbach took from· 
his legislative position last 
spring . Breidenbach was 
further charged with · failing to 
attend AS Legislature 
meetings this fall. 
A S A t torn e y G en er a 1 
Michael Dills, acting as 
prosecutor in the case, stated 
in his opening brief that 
Breidenbach was guilty of 
non-performance in the areas 
of attendance, legislative 
leadership, elections, 
budgeting and appointments. 
Breidenbach had missed a 
total ~ of eight- legislature 
meetings between spring 
quarter of last year and fall 
quarter of this year. During 
that time, the legislature 
budgeted over $1,500 in funds, 
made over 30 appointments 
and elected a speaker and 
speaker pro-tern from the 
legislature. ; 
•• Because of the above 
reasons, the plaintiff ·prays the 
court to find the defendent 
guilty" of non..:performance of 
duty and remove him from his 
legislative position,,, said 
Dills. 
Breidenba'ch later 
challenged the charges against 
him saying that all allegations 
concerning his fall quarter per-
f or man ce were not valid 
because he had not known 
whether he was on or off the 
legislature. 
.. Any charges pertaining to 
this quarter are totally 
irrelevent," he said. .. I didn't 
know from day to day whether 
I was still a member of the 
Legislature." 
council for the prosecution . 
Ellis objected several times 
when Breidenbach referred to 
other legislators. "We are not 
deciding the gijilt of Mr. 
Breidenbach's colleagues," 
said Ellis. '"The question is 
whether he, and only he, has 
met his oblig_ation as a 
legislator." , 
AS Chief Justice Steve 
Taufen, who declined to take 
part in the ruling, commented 
on the court's decision saying, 
.. As long as one legislator is 
not in the way of the 
legislature as a group, and 
does not obstruct their doings, 
that person cannot be con-
victed as a non-performer of-
duty." 
•· I feel the decision is a 
worthwhile one, in that it 
allows for flexibility," said 
Taufen ... No one has to be a 
full-time legislator." 
Under the ruling, individual 
legislators do not have specific 
duties and therefore do not 
have to perform as long as a 
major_ity of the legislators do 
the job. · 
Minorities Merge 
DA VE BREIDENBACH (abov.e) came out on top in a recent court 
case over his remo,al from the AS legislature on charges that he 
was guilty of non-perfonnance of his duties as an AS legislator. 
Below are prosecutors Michael DOis and Bruce Ellis. (Photos by 
Ray Spanjer) 
Breidenbach continually 
compared his performance on 
the legislature last year to the 
performances of other 
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' ' 
legislators. · 
.. No person last spring was 
as responsible in th.e area of 
budgeting as I was last year." 
said Breidenbach ... If we go 
strictly by the AS Constitu-
tion, any legislator has been a 
non-performer at one time or 
another." 
Bruce Ellis, who was elected 
to Position one in the general 
election this fall, served as co-
By Kathi Kensey 
Staff Writer 
Minority faculty and ad~ 
ministrative members at 
Eas·tern have merged to form 
the first Minority Caucus at a 
college in Washington. 
The caucus, presently with a 
· membership of twenty and 
covering fifteen areas of 
studies, was prompted into 
existence by former Eastern 
Affirmative Action Officer 
It's FANTAST.IC! Try .. . 
THE BEEHIVE LUNCHEON BUFFE1' 
Includes: 1. Two Meats 4. Potatoes & gravy 
2. Complete Salad Bar . 5. Ve1etable 
3, Homemade Soup 6. Rolls & Butter 
ALL FOR THE UNBELIEVABLE PRICE 11.00· 
Serv.ed from 11 :30-1 :30 Mon-Fri. 
Don,'t Forget EWSC Night on Thurs. 
For. .that study · break 
· ·It's . · · . . . · · · 
for fun & games •. 
. 
113 F St. 





,.. .. "I' l' f , 
1' I ., • * 1 ,.; 
Mylan Winn last November. 
Winn felt that minol'ites 
should meet and make 
themselves more aware of af-
fairs pertaining to them. 
Co-founder and acting 
chairman for the caucus, until 
officers are elected is Black 
Education Program .Student 
Service Offiter Pat Singleton. 
Singleton expressed the 
need for minority faculty and 
administrative members te get 
involved in what is happening 
around them. 
.. So often you have a situa-
tion where one (adminstra-
tion) is controlling and the 
other (minority) js auto-
matically held dqwn," he ·. 
said. The Caucus would like 
to have that theory discarded. 
Since its formation, much of 
the Minority Caucas, business 
has been kept under wraps·. 
.. We haven't asked for 
' recognition. We've sent 
notices concerning problem 
areas and have responded to 
incidents involving minority 
f acuity (i.e. Dr. Mi.no~) here 
on campus," Singleton said. 
The Showalter adminis.tra-
tion and Board of Trustees 
Chairman Jerome · P~ge have 
been informed of the groups' 
existence. 
..We sent a letter to Jerome 
Page (then co-chairman of 
BOT) last year giving 
. knowledge of the assembling 
of the Minority Caucas", 
Singleton said ... We received 
no reply but we weren't really 
looking for one. Other than 
that we've done no adver-
tising." 
· The administration has 
reacted somewhat favorably to 
the Minority Caucus. 
.. If we were just bitching, I 
can understand a negative 
reaction, however, we're not, 
We're g1vmg possible advice 
and criticism," Singleton said. 
Four· future topics for _dis-
cussion for _the group will con-
cern: 
1) Participation in college 
policy-making effecting 
minorities. · 
2) Participation •in effort to 
prevent and solve · interracial 
problems at EWSC. 
3) Disc4ssions with college 
officials about expected 
positjoris (,acade~ic and 
professional) which may 
become available to 
minorities. 
4) Appointment of at least 
one high level minority ad-
.ministration within the near 
r Although women constitute 
more than half of the United 
States po.pulation, when it 
comes to jobs they are con-
sidered a minority. Therefore, 
in becoming a member of the 
Minority Caucus, are all 
women considered minorities 
or does the Caucus pertain· 
only to the women of color? 
.. When we used the ter-
minology 'minority', often we 
get bogged down in semantics. 
.l'he term may apply to 
religious or policitcal groups, 
however, we are dealing with 
racial minorities." While there 
is no specific classification for 
a woman, she has basically the 
same needs, goals · and objec-. 
tives as racial minorities", 
Singleton said. "Yes, a woman 
is a minority." 
The Caucus has no plans of 
extending its membership to 
neighboring colleges and un-
iversities at the present time. · 
"We have to take care of 
EWSC first," he said. 
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Police ·Beat. 
' . 
A 1968 Firebird, belonging 
to Robert Seidl, 317 Seventh 
St., received approximately 
$300 in damages Nov. 17 or 18 
while parked in lot no. 9. 
According to Campus Safe-
ty, the damage was done to the 
vehicle's left rear fender and 
the height of the dent indicated 
that the damage was probably 
done by a truck or a fo·ur-
wheel drive type of vehicle. 
According to Campus Safe-
ty,, the car was parked in lot 
no. IO at the time . . 
. ******** 
According to Campus Safe-
ty, vancJals broke the glass in a 
door on the north side of 
Anderson Hall at I :00 p.m. on 
the morning of Nov. 22 
causing $250 in damage. 
******** 
Anyone familiar with infor..: 
'mation concerning the dis-
appearance of an 18-inch 
mirrored ball used at the Nov. 
20 Tawanka dinner dance is 
I ' • ;, 
asked to please give the infor-
mation or return to ball to 
Tawanka Com mo.ns. A 
spokesman for Tawanka said 
that no questions will be 
asked. 
Tawanka was borrowing the 
ball from Cheney High 
· School. 
******** 
A 1972 Chevrolet Nova, 
belonging to Steve Fox of Sut-
ton Hall, received $150 worth. 
of damages to the left rear cor-
ner panel on Nov. 18 or 19. 
Campus Safety said the 
vehicle was parked in lot no. 2 
at the time the ✓damage was 
done. 
******** 
A ten.:speed bicycle 
belonging to Bruce Frauman 
of Dressler Hall was stolen 
between Nov. 13 and 20. 
Campus Safety said the 
Peugot bike, reportedly valued 
at $120 has a Menlo Park, Cal. 
license. , 
A ten-speed Takara bicycle 
valued at $140 was stolen from 
the bicycle room at Dryden 
Hall between Nov. 8 and 24. 
The bicycle belongs to 
Katherine Powell of Dryden. 
******** 
An Oldsmobile F-85, 
belonging to Kym Dalgarm, 
23331 W. Sharp, sustained 
$150 in damages when the tires 
on the right side of the vehicle 
were flattened and the right 
rear door handle was ripped 
off •Nov.' 22. 
******** 
~ stove fire in a trailer at 
Presnell's Trailer Court Nov. 
26 caused approximately $200 
in damages· to the hood and 
fan of the stove, according to 
the Cheney Fire Department. 
'The occupant· of the trailer, 
Brian Williams, reportedly 
extinguished the fire before 
Cheney firemen arrived on the 
scene. 
. · Tenant Rights,. Exa~ned 
.Nader's Raiders 
lo ! ( ., 
• I 
Wash'PIRG Organizes Here 
By Mike MIiier 
Staff Writer 
What is "WashPirg"? Is it a 
new laundry soap? Not quite. 
.. WashPIRG" stands for 
Washington Public Interest 
Research · Group, which is 
designed to make the public 
aware of consumer rip-offs 
and bring about change in 
laws to protect . the consumer. 
WashPIRG is organizmg an 
EWSC chapter, which will . 
become one of many Pl RG 
groups in 20 states and 140 
college campuses . 
Dave Hardy. state treasurer 
for W~shPl~G and head of 
organizing the EWSC chapter 
feels an organization like this 
will allow students to .. get in-
volved" and .. work within the 
system" to reform laws in the 
way of consumer protection. 
The· idea of .Pl RG was 
originated in 1970 by Ralph 
Nader, with the· first two . 
chapters in Oregon and 
Minnesota. The Oregon 
chapter (OsP'I RG) was in-
strumental in stopping . the 
repeal of the bottle bill which 
would ban returnable bottles, 
thus addin·g to the · litter 
problem in that state. . 
Each chapter is funded by 
the students and is respqnsible 
to only the students. 
When students register for 
the . current quarter, they will 
be asked to . pay an additional 
$2.00 for the WashPl~G fun-
ding. Stud_ents may fot any 
reason, request a refund m 
cash upon request. The $2.00 
collected will go to salaries of 
the lawyers. economists, and 
scientists working full-time to 
help give the organization or 
chapter some legal bite. 
Each chapter of WashPIRG 
'will have a representative on 
campus to listen to any com-
plaint and investigate the 
studenrs claim. If the problem 
becomes too large for the cam-
p u s c h a p t e·r to h a n d I e , 
Wash Pl R G's State Board will 
be asked to aid in solving the 
problem and start any 
necessary action. 
There will be a petition drive 
Monday at 12:00 p.m. in· 
the PU.B (3 E) to explain 
Wash Pl RG and to attain at 
least SO per cent of the 
students signatures needed for 
the petition to be presented to 
the Board of Trustees- for cam-
pus ~pproval. 
Classes Celebrate '76 
Bv Colleen McFarland Bicl!ntennial Administration 
· Staff Writer: .111d those of our state. 
A new Bicentennial Acticity -to describe Bicentennial 
Workshop is scheduled for 6rograms, ideas, activities January 14, 1976 from 2 to . l!ing planned and those now 
111 progress. 
. 4:30 p.m. in Patterson -toencourageandassistpar-
Auditorium. 
Americans across the nation ticipants in development of 
programs and activities of 
are planning and participating their own. 
in special .activities to celebrate To earn that college credit, 
our country's forthcoming 1, rad i 11 g p Ass/No Bicentennial. e 
The Bicentennial Activities CREDIT, and become an ac-
Program now offered at tive participant in the 
EWSC is not only a great op- Biccntt:nnial celebrations, take 
portunity to earn a college note of the following simple 
credit but also offers students procedures: 
a chance to participate in the -Register for GS 497 -
fun and create something of Bicentenni·al Activities 
their own. -t\ ttend the Bicentennial Ac-
.. lt is still hoped that more tivities Planning_ \:V~rksho_p .. 
students will want to get really -Develop an initial act1v1ty 
involved and we·ve made it as plan at the workshop. . 
· · f them as we can·· says -Implement the plan during 
easy or · W 'chair the 1975-76 school year. 
Glen .fuglsby. E SC: - -When the activity has been 
man for B1centenn,al Ac- carried out, submit a Bicenten-
tivities. nial Activity form signed by an 
The workshop will have appropriate authority 
three prinia'ry objectives: verifying the plan has been 
-to explain plans and hopes carri·cd out and mail to Glen 
of the American Revolut1on Fuglshy, Cheney Hall. EWSC . 
. CohabiiationVersuS the Law AL'S . 
CHEVRON 
SERVICE -By·.Carla Anderson Associate Editor 
A little knowledge can be a 
dangerous thing, or, so many 
landlords would .say if renters 
were to be · in possesion of it. 
The knowledge of the laws 
against discrimination could 
give renters or potential 
renters a degree of power over 
their situation. 
Under chapter 49.60 of the 
Revised Code of Washington 
it is considered an unfair prac-
tice to discriminate o·n the 
basis of race, creed, color, 
national origin; , sex .or marital 
status in any real estate tran-
saction, including rental 
agr~ements. 
Landlords therefore have no 
right under the· law to refuse 
tenancy to unmarried couples, 
according to the Human 
Rights Commission inter-
pretation. 
Some landlords claim that it · 
is illegal for unwed co~ples to 
live together, along with being 
immoral. 
The law prohibitting 
cohabitation of unmarrieds, 
although still on the books, is 
target ignored. The 1909 law, 
Title XIV Chapter 6, reads 
.. Every person who shall lewd-
ly and viciously cohabit with 
another. not the husband or 
wife of such, shall be guilty of 
a gross misdemeanor, H 
.. It is the very wording of 
December 4, 1975 
this blue law that makes it ob-
solete, a Human Rights Com-
mission spokesman said. 
"Afterall, what do we define as 
lewd or vicious?" 
The Human Rights ~om-
mission in Spokane, wh~ch has 
received 400 or more com-
plaints about discrimination in 
employment, has received ·only 
about fifteen reports concer-
ning tenancy. 
Ignorance of the laws 
against discrimination that 
deal with rental agreements is 
probably the reason for the 
low number, the spokesman 
said. 
But knowledge of the laws 
· agc:\inst discrimination is not 
going to insure a person 
automatic tenancy. , 
· A landlord can still set, his 
own criteria, so long as h'e does 
not make it known that his 
reasons for refusing tenancy 
are among those prohibited by 
law. 
Even a blatant refusal to 
·rent beca~se a couple is un-
married could p.resent some 
problems, since the courts as 
yet have not made any ruling 
on whether mar-ital status was 
meant to apply to unmarried 
coupl~s. 
Tl ere is a recourse, 
however, for those claiming to 
· be agrieved of an alleged un-
fair practice. 
A complaint may be filed 
r ..................... , .... , ........................... . 
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,· 
Walking off the Job 
By Rob Strenge 
Managing Editor 
We're throwing In the towel ... 
This is our last issue this quarter. You'll just have to face 
a week of finals on your o~n. We've said our say and done 
our done and even had it done right back to us on morE 
than a single memorable occasion. But then, no one ever 
promised it would be all bylines, big scoops and bring 
your own beer. 
It was the subtle, seductive quality of that last 
Thanksgiving weekend that ground the presses to a halt. 
One taste of poultry and a quick nip of seasonal cheer and 
we were hooked-holiday junkies for the next five weeks. 
v-.je're not even going to try to kick the habit. 
So you can stay here if you have to or want to. As the} 
say down at Burger King, "Have It your way." But we're 
leaving town. Having supped of all t~e splendor that is 
Cheney, Washington, we're headed for the bus stop. 
We're packin' up, pilin' on, pullln' out, pushln' off and 
probably puttin' plenty of distance between we and thee. 
And you won't hear us exclaim, as .we pull out of sight, 
"Merry Christmas to all!" -It's just too damn trite. 
~~£4-
Santa The Pinko 
By J. Burch 
Polltlcel Editor 
You'd better not pout, you'd better not cry, you'd better 
watch out, I'm telling you why ... Santa Claus Is a com-
mie. 
A committee of senior American officials has Just com-
pleted a report, scheduled to be Issued within the next few 
days, which reportedly states that the traditional custom 
of honoring the plump old gentleman with the oversized 
Flexible Flyer and eight tiny animals is actually a plot con-
ceived by pre-Nazi Germans and later embraced by the 
post-revolutionary communistic bloc. 
Santa Claus, according to the report, Is a bastardization 
of the · old Prusso-Germanic phrase "Sinter Clause", 
which literally means "he who gives things away In the 
name of the people's revolution." 
The Committee To Investigate Santa (CIS) said they 
were first made aware of the conspiracy through a letter to 
the editor of the National Review. The letter pointed .out 
that Claus wore a RED suit, drove a RED sleigh and has 
been seen consorting with a suspicious -0haracter known 
only as Rudolph the RED. 
The practice of giving away t1omething· for nothing has 
also given the committee indications of the true Intent of 
the bearded degrader of American youth. 
This practice, more than any of the above mentioned 
pieces of evidence, Is reportedly what gave the old codger 
away, since everyone knows that giving something for 
nothing Is an exclusive prerogative of the federal govern-
ment. 
Pag~ 6 
Letters· to the Editor 
It II the pollcJ of 1h11 
newspaper to print all ...... 
to the editor In the form In 
which theJ are 111bmltted. 
Poalble exceptlona wlll be 
made when legal 
ramification• prohibit • 
letter'• complete reproduc-
tion. 
In caee of anon,mou• 
eubmllllone, the edltorlal 
... fl reierv• the right to 
exerclN Ill own Judgment In 
c:letennlnlng whether or not 
• letter II prln._.. 
DeflclenclH Explained. 
Dear Editor, 
Nutrition Is related to 
health, but It is not correct 
that the blood bank nurses 
attribute the hemoglobin 
reject rate at the blood 
drawing, to food served at 
the Tawanka dining room. 
No direct quote is contained 
in your article to verify such a 
comment source. 
Indeed, · 1f such a ·quote 
were available, It would not 
, be of value. 
Th~ nursing staff , at the 
blood bank have no 
knowledge of the food value 
served at tawanka. Further 
and just as Importantly, we 
are not aware of what food is 
· consumed, what selection of 
the variety Is made by the 
eater, or what frequency 
·each student partakes at the 
dining room; or .in fact, what 
number of those so rejected 
eat at Tawanka. The nursing 
staff simply Is not privy to 
such information and 
therefore, not qualified to 
comment. 
It Is pertinent to note that a 
hemoglobin screening Is ac-
complished rather than a 
hematocrlt ·value. Additional-
ly, hemoglobin requirements 
are protective of the donor. 
A person Is not necessarily 
Iron deficient when rejected 
as a blood donor by this 
screening method. 
Confusion or embarrass-
.• ·. · · . . · . -The Easterner 
ment to the Easterner, 
students and · Tawanka staff 
caused by relating the 
hemoglobin rejection to food 
value at the ·Tawanka Is 
regrettable. We· apologize 
for whatever part we may 
have had In an area beyond 
our knowledge. 
We congratulate the 
students for their participa-
tion In the blood drive. Good 
health Is promoted by this In-
timate sharing. 
Thank you, 
J·ean Merrill, R.N. 
Chief Nurse 
P.S. We thought the 
photography accompanlng 
the artlcle was excellent. 
Purposes Lletttd 
Dear Editor, 
I would like to make a 
clarification to a quote at-
tributed to me In your article 
"Information C~nter Set (!p 
To Promote Understanding." 
I fear that. to say 11Ert-
vironmental policy wlll be 
formed at the Center" wtil 
lead your reaaers to bellevEt 
the Center Is a policy making· 
facility. This Is not true un-
less one sees the Center as 
representing the entire 
Spokane County Communi-
ty. 
The Center will only In-
form the citizenry of. par-
ticular Issues and Informa-
tion; then It will be up to the 
citizen to form policy. The 
Center Is being established 
example. The Center may in-
form Its members that 
nuclear reactors produce 
plutonium as a by-product of 
Its energy making. process, 
and that this plutonium Is the 
most dangerous poison 
kn·own to · mankind-
remaining poisonous longer 
than 100,000 years. We 
could also tell then that 
"about 500,000 gallons of 
high-level wastes" · have 
already leaked at Hanford, 
Wn. storage sites. But then 
the Center's function wlll be 
done. 
From that point on, It 
to encourage the people to 
become -active al']d Im- , 
aglnatlve about their futures. 
Unfortunately, It seems as 
though thus far governments 
have been unresponsive to 
the people because of the 
people's failure to recognize 
situations. and Inform their 
representation. In a sense 
we have all gotten what we 
have asked for, or not asked 
for, whatever the case may 
be. 
Take Nuclear Power as an 
· December 4, 1975 
Letters Con 't. 
would be the responsibility 
of the people to determine 
whether or not wa have the 
right to leave such a lethal 
legacy to numerous 
generations yet to · come. 
Then the citizens must either 
. write their representatives, 
the public utllltles, or go 
watch TV. 
The Center will not be the 
anounymous 11they" that 
causes or solves the peoples 
problems. 
Problems can only be 
caused and solved by active 
people. 






. It seems along with false· 
fire alarms and burning 
elevators EWSC also has Its 
share of car vandalism. I just 
. read of how other people's 
cars were being ripped off 
and ~amaged, but, In this 
case., eompany Is no com-
fort. 
Last week, I went out to 
my car and found two very 
large dents put Into my car. I 
was parked In such a w~y 
that a car could · not · h.ave 
· gotten alongside of ,me, and 
there were mud prints on the 
car where feet had been . at 
work, so I k11ow~1lt had b,en 
kicked in. The estlm~te I 
gave at that time was $250. 
That was wrong. It was only 
around ·$17'.0, but Its up to 
about $250 now. 
I went out yesterday and I 
found another foot .print, In. 
another dent, which now 
sh~_ul~ ~r,ln.9 the total up to 
my original $250. Thanks, 
whoever you are, but I'm not 
that uptight about giving out 
• a wrong estimate that you 
had to go out and make It 
correct. 
My damage Is done and 
over (hopefully), so this Is 
IN VIEW OF RENEWED CRITICISM OF TrHE 
· WARREN COMMISSION REPORT ON Y.HE 
DEATH OF JOHN F. KENNEDY, DO Y.OU 
BELIEVE THAT LEE HARVEY OSWALD WAS 
ACTING ALONE OR· AS PART OF A 
CONSPIRACY WHEN KENNEDY. WAS SHO:r 
IN 1983? 
Gl.na Romane - Sophomore, Speclal !d.; I think he 
was, because of the way the bullets hit the president's 
skull In the Zapruder films. Because of the angle of the 
piece that flew off, and the backward jerking movement of 
the President's body, there would had to have been at 
lea,t two posltlonec;t gunmen. 
Judd Watte - Sophomore, mathematic•; I am con-
vinced that Kennedy's death was Indeed a part of a con-
spiracy. When, In the not too distant future, the truth Is 
finally revealed, Americans will see just how corrupt some 
organizations within the government are. I hold the op_- · 
tlmlstlc hope that everyday people, you and I, will have the 
motivation to stand up and say "I don't like that!", and be 
Interested enough In the system to not allow the peo·p1e In 
power to pull shit like this again. 
St,phen R. T•ufen - Senior,. AccounUng/Geographr, 
May I just say that I give absolutely no credibility to the 
Warren Commission because of their failure to consider 
the assassination from any but an expeditious and .cover-
up manner. I am pleased to see ,the case again coming 
before ,the nation's eyes. Hopefully, some of the· more just 
a11d ·trustworthy men and women In our government will 
overview the Issue In a manner that will restore some con-
fidence In the system to those who grew up under the 
current demise of U.S. Government by corruption from 
within. By the way· let's -not forget that Mr. Ford was a 
member o, that lnf~mous committee, when 1976 rolls 
. around1 ' ' ' 
, P-,.Bow• - Senior; I believe that Lee Harvey Oswald 
was part of a consplracy that Is bent on undermining the 
foundations that this countr.y was built on and still stands 
by. It Is every citizen's duty to ferret out the offenders and 
bring them to justice. 
Brian J. V•••· -Senior, Accounting; I believe that Lee 
Harvey Oswald killed no one. The "Single bullet theory" of 
the Warren Commission has been discounted by every 
authority on ballistics. The fact that ·a bullet from Oswald's 
rifle was found beside the body, only points out that some 
person(s) could have placed the bullet there. I strongly 
believe that an lndepen9ent organization, other than a 
commission appointed · ~Y the president should reopen 
the case and conduct a thorough Investigation. 
Curt Wancl8 - Sophomore, Soclai Work; I am firmly 
convinced that Kennedy was killed In a conspiracy, while 
Oswald was the anly one caught. This plot to kill Kennedy 
must have had the support of top officials. 
. J.,,.,, Tervalon - Junior, Undecided; I feel that Oswald 
was set. up by government and· big business to take the 
rap of J.F.K.'s death. It seems that big business and 
government couldn't buy the President so they kitted him 
Instead and made Oswald the patsy. 
Larr, Ropra - Junior, Geology; There i~ too ~uch un-
known and conflicting evidence to come·up with a definite 
decision. But considering s~me of the apparent coverups 
I believe there must have been a conspiracy, which was 
TERYALON 
really a warning to other 
people to watch out -for 
themselves. Park In well lit 
areas (these incidents 
happened at night), and 
where you can keep an eye 
on them, If possible. Cam-
pus Safety does patrol the 
parking lots, but It takes very 
little time to kick In a door or 
side of a oar. Also watch out 
'cause I don't think the per-
son Is after me, speclficaUy, 
because I can't think of 
anyone wtlo would do this. 
most likely foreign, (Cuba) than domestic. HEINTZ 
So, to you sickles out 
there pulling alarms, setting 
fires, and ripping off other. 
people's property, bewar.e 
'cause I'm looking for you. 
And reward or none, woe to 
the scum I find getting me up 
in the middle of the night for 
a "joke" or kicking In my car. 
· To you other possible vic-
tims and present victims, 
thank you for your time.· 
, GregRobln Smith 
, ·: · ' December 4, 1975 
Randy Heintz - Junior, Bualnna; It doesn't matter 
whether he was part of a cons,piracy or act~d alone, the 
American public will never know the truth. 
Nancy Morrlaon • Freahman, Undeclared; I think it was 
a conspiracy, but- I doubt if they'll be able to prove it for· 
sure, at least anymore than they have already. 
LOUIN R. Herrling - Junior, Soclal Work; No, Oswald 
couldn't have pulled that off by himself. As for a con-
spiracy? · 
George Duncan • Junior, Reading; I feel, and always 
have felt that Oswald was part of a conspiracy. I also 
believe that If the truth Is ever known, that this conspiracy 
leads higher into Washington than we would like to HERRLING 
believe possible. 
-' . . ·. · : .. •:fhe Eusterner 
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New State Theatre Opens 
. . '~ , .. , • • I I • • .. I • .. ~ • I t t t • I • 
Diana Ross and Costumes 
-Give "Mahogany" Oscar Shot 
Art Gallery Shows 
Everything hut Sink 
By -Kevin Harris 
Staff Writer 
The world of fashion and 
the sometimes painful con-
sequences of success are pic-
tured in the film Mahogany, 
now playing at the new State 
Theatre. 
with several montages, includ-
ing a · ten-minute feature with 
. Ross 'in all types of dr~s~es, 
paintings, and sculptures. 
The film centers around 
Tracy Chambers, who rises 
from a salesgirl and secretary 
at a Chicago department store 
to become a rick, dark, 
gorgeous model and designer 
named Mahogany. 
The role of Mahogany is 
played by the actress-singer 
who played the legendary 
Billie Holiday in lady Sings 
the Blues, Diana Ross. 
Her performance in 
Mahogany is reportedly much 
niore dynamic than that m 
lady. 
Acting is First-rate 
The film in not all Diana 
Ross, though. She is backed 
up superbly by her two male 
co-stars, Billy Dee Williams 
and Anthony Perkins. 
Williams, remembered for 
his performance of Gale 
Sayers in Brian's Song, co-
starred with Miss Ross in 
lady. He gives an excellent 
performance as a liberal civil 
rights fighter wh9 falls in love 
with Tracy and runs for 
political office after she finds 
her place in the fashion set. 
Perkins, a veteran of many 
mystery and horror films, does 
. a creditable job playing the 
fashion photographer who 
first discovers Tracy as a 
model, takes her to Rome and 
gives her the name Mahogany. 
After he makes her famous, he 
goes insane and tries to kill 
her. 
Perkins' role as the an-
tagonist is worthy of mention. 
The acting alone does not 
make the whole film. 
The film was well con-
structed cinematographically 
And the costuming was the 
best I have seen in any picture 
this year. All the dresses Ross 
wore were designed by her. 
It's nice to know· that 
although Edith Head is the 
No. I movie costumer, there is 
somebody else as talented. 
Music Adds Class 
The soundtrack of the 
movie is very contemporary 
and makes the film fit 
tog~ther. 
The film's theme, Do You 
Know Where You're Going To, 
is a big hit on the pop charts, 
but there are also songs by 
such artists as Jermaine 
Jackson and the Temptations. 
But what makes this film 
good is the story it tells. It is all 
summed up in one sentence 
spoken by Williams which 
goes, ··success is nothing un-
less you have someone you 
love to share it with." 
Violence Unnecessary 
I • 
Basically, Mahogany is an 
excellent piece of cinema. It 
has no burning skyscrapers, 
killer sharks, I 00-foot tidal 
waves, or spectacular million 
dollar effects. 




Runner and Yosemite Sam 
will be starring with other 
Warner-Brothers' cartoon 
characters in an animation 
delight in the PUB Saturday at 
2 p.m . . 
The First Annual Inter-
collegiate Knights Cartoon 
Festival will feature 150 
minutes of everyone's favorite 
animated laughs and bizarre 
entertainment. 
Artists Create New Club 
Springing phoenix-like from 
the ashes of previous incar-
nations, a new art club 
welcomes artists and art 
enthusiasts to join together in 
comaraderie and co-operation. 
The Student Art League 
has been organized "to help 
pull us togeth_er," said · Bill 
Kent, newly elected president. 
· "There seems to be the need 
for a group of students 
working together to make art, 
to display art and to sell art. 
We have always-had this esprit 
de corps, but no or-
ganization." 
Other officers are Diane 
Rankin-. vice president, Judi 
Gissel berg-secretary and 
Lance Kleaveland-treasurer. 
Club goals, according to 
Kent, are "to find exhibition 
facilities here on campus, 
p e 'r h a p s i n Cheney and 
hopefully in Spokane. 
"We feel we are producing 
interesting art. Now we wish 
to share it with others," Kent 
said. 
Page 8 
The Student Art Leagut: 
meets every Wednesday noon 





The multi-talented, Nikki 
Giovanni, . will be coming to 
the U of W in Seattle this 
week-end. 
The writer, lecturer and 
recording artist will entertain 
an audieoce at Meany Hall, 
Dec. 6 at 8 p.m. 
Ms. Giovanni has recorded 
three records: Truth is on hs 
Way, Like a Ripple on a Pond, 
and The Way I Feel. 
Tickets to sec the "Black 
Princess of Poetr.y" are 
available at th·e HUB ticket of-
fice. Students will be charged 
$2 admission while General 
Admission will be $3. 
and violence is minimal, and 
there's no clumsy hero to 
worship like a John Wayne. 
Mahogany blends tragedy 
with comedy and drama and I. 
wouldn't be surprised if the 
film takes home ct few of the 
Academy A ward's gold statues· 
next March. 
Four long-time Washington 
residents have set up an exhibit 
in the Art Building on per-
A piece of jewelery designed and executed by Doris Protzman of 
Cheney. The Art Building Gallery features her work with three 
other Eastern alumni. (Photo courtesy of the Art Dept.) 
t ... Upcondng: .1 
December 4-5, 8-12 
-SANTA CLAUS In _the 
·PUB, Am. 125, 2-5 p.m . 
December 4-Student 
Plano Recital by EL TON 
CALLAHAN, Mualc Bulldlng · 
Recital ttall, 8:15 p.m. 
·Decembe.r 4-5-FOUA 
WASHINGTON ARTISTS 
display . In Art Bulldlng 
Gallery, 8-5. 
December 4-8, 1 o-·13-
GUYS : AND DOLLS, 
Mualcal, Spokane Civic 
Theatre, 8 p.m. Admlnlon: 
$4.00, $1.50 with 1tudent 
I.D. 
December 5-8, 10-13 
---SCA-OOGE, Mualcal, 
SFCC Spartan 'theatre, I 
p.m. 
December 5-8-CHET AT• 
KINS with SPOKANE SYM-
PHONY, Opera HouN, 8:15 
p~m. Tlcketa: $4.50, 5.50. 
8.50, ·7.50. 
December 5-7-CUSTOM 
CAA SHOW, Convention 
Center •. 
December 8-7-CALI-
FOANIA SPLIT, PUB, 7:30 
p.m. Admlnlon: 75 cents. 
December 7-CHRIST-
MAS CHORAL CONCERT, 
Showalter Auditorium, 8:15 












sonally crafted peices ranging 
from jewelery and needlepoint 
to free-wheeling windmills. 
The exhibit is billed as the 
.. Whitehead's Display" since , 
each of the four is over 60. All 
attended - Eastern at some 
point in the college's history. 
Grace Seablom of Nasselle 
is showing her delicate and 
striking needlepoint. She is in 
her 80's. Doris Protzman, 62, 
of Cheney has her innovative 
jewelery on display. 
Glenn Bankson is noted for 
his frames and woodwork. The 
Spokane based painter-frame 
maker is in his eighties. 
National Geographic 
printed pictures of Emil 
Gehrke's complicated sculp-
tured windmills in the Decem-
ber 'issue. · 
The 91-year-old Grand 
Coulee resident fashions his 
works out of junk bicycles and 
other collectibles; which he 
. then paints brightly. 
The Whitehead exhibition 
can be seen Thursday and 
Friday in the Gallery from 8 
a.m. to 5 p.m. , . 
MEtSIAH, ~per• Houe; 4 
p.m. Admlnlon: $2.00. 
December I-BARAY 
MANIL:.OW, Opera4'HouN, 8 
p.m. Tlckete: ·$4.50, 5.50, I.Sa 
December 9-AERO-
SMITH, Collaeum, -8 p.m; · 
Tl~keta: $8.00 
Dece'mber ·· 12-Bob 
McGrath'• CHRISTMAS 
SHOW, Opera Houae, 7:30 
p.m. Tlcketa: $3.00, 4.00, 
5.00. 
~ecember 13-Y.WO GEN-
~AATIONS OF BRUBECK 
with DAVE BRUBECK, 
o f,,e ra Houae, 8 p.m. 
Tickets: ·$4.50, 5.50, 8.50. 
December 15-BEACH 
BOYS with CECILIO AND 
KAPONO, Seattle Center 
Coliseum, 8 p.m. · Tlckete: 
$7.00. (day of ahow) 
December 18-Spokane 
SYMPHONY featuring Bee-
thoven, ~pera Houae, 8:15 · 
p.m. 
December 19-20-CHAIST-
MAS SHOW, Spokane SYM-
PHONY with FIRST CHAM-
~EA DANCERS. Opera 
HOUN. 7:30 p.m. 
December 25-JanuarJ 
1-.ICE· CAPADES, Coli-
seum, varlou1 matln ... , and 
evening,. Ticket,: $3.50,, 
4.50, 5.50. 
December 28-HEABIE 
HANCOCK, Opera HouN, 8 
p.m. Tlckete: $5.00, 5.50, · 
8.00. 
December 4, 1975 
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~ Christmas Comes; ~ecO~ds Sell; o 
Discs Make Got,d· Presents • 
By Michael Heavener brother or sister and you're guaranteed 
Entertainment Editor someone to beat at Monopoly for the next six 
Choosing albums to review, out of the fistful months. 
of new releases the record companies send out, If Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young were o 
is a time consuming task. favorites when together, apart and recording • 
Deciding which -album to give a friend when they are beginning to make a comeback. 
Christmas rolls around is also a terrifying Crosby and Nash are touring· nationally to 
prospect. promote Wind On the Water, an acoustic effort 
h..\ Since capitalism reigns supreme this time of which has roots in the failure of CSN& y to 
0 
~ year, the big labels run dozens of appealingly contend with artistic pride. ,~ 
0 titled platters before the hapless consumer. For ser.ious Jazz listeners, The Crusaders ~ 
The point to be made by this journalistic have released an album which speaks volumes ~ 
piece stems from a desire to accomplish the about their attempts to free the music from any \;' 
former· by attempting to mediate the latter. constrictions. 
Two albums worthy of immediate mention Chain Reaction is a perfect title to describe 
are collections of post-1971 hits by former the changes which this album should make in 
Beatles John Lennon and Ringo Starr. popular acceptance of spirited and freely given 
0
• Shaved Fish is the title of Lennon's venture improvisational performances. 0 
but more appropriately it should be called Also recently _issued is an album c~lled. The 11"1.. 
r71 IShaved--Plastic-Ono-Band. Gemle Side of John Coltrane. This gifted ~ 
~J · Lennon and Ono tend to be politically saxophonist was characterized by his un- ' ~ 
00 mediocre in large dose.s, so listening to more willingness to sacrifice his musical integrity in o 
than one album by them is like taking a very hot the face of challenges from all sides. 
shower. It hurts. Before his death in 1967, Coltrane personally 
Shaved Fish, in contrast, includes only those led an attack on the musical establishment 
JIM MESSINA pulls mellow sounds from his guitar during a per- Lennon gems known to be interesting. Instant which condemned him as "innovative.'' 
formance attended by 1,800 Spokanites. He also plays acoustic :.._, _Karma, Cold Turkey and Whatever Gets You _ The strongest showing on record racks and . 
guitar and electric manclolin. (Photo by Michael Heavener) ~ Through the Night are examples. Billboard's chart comes from Elton John's 
· A - By the same token, Ringo Starr has bypassed Rock of the Westies, which went gold on the 0 
Loggins 8r Messi~a 
Rely ·on Pftst Reeofd 
)'l"q his poorer efforts to assemble Blast From the strength of its pre-rdease catalog sales. 
0 Past. Better you should st_ick with John's earlier 
Songs like You're Sixteen, No No Song and works, like Goodbye Yellow Brick Road and 
Lennon's I'm the Greatest give Starr a cleverly Tumbleweed Co1111ectio11, both of which still 
casual sound without ever showing his tedious demonstrate his lost creative talents. 
: side. Anyone who remembers Dark Side of the 
Kenny Loggins and Jim as upset when bassist Larry ~~ Blast From the Past also sounds as if Starr Moon is in for a surprise in Pink Floyd's newest o 
Messina don't even have to Sims stepped out to solo. In ~ and producer Richard Perry have re-mixed record, Wish You Were Here. . ~ 
play all of their hits to es- fact s,ms seemed to have ap- ~ most of the songs. The new arrangements have Wish You Were Here is alternately a concept ~ 
tablish a rapport between proval to collaborate on a l_oud W more vitality than. the originals. album and a collective electronic jam session. It \.:\ 
th e·m s e Ives and their rock'n'roll segment with Tim O George · Harrison's Extra Texture hasn't the could well be the quality sleeper of the year. 
audiences. Unce. · same commanding presence but it is an accurate Other efforts frozen in polyvinyl chloride are 
Opening with a choppy Lince played keyboards and appraisal of Harrison's technique. Art Garfunkle's Breakaway and Paul Simon's 
medley of House at Poor flute. Messina worked over to . If for no ·other reason than to show how im- Still A Little CrazJ' After All Those Years. 
Corners: Danny's Song, Love duet with him ~nee and O possible a Beatles reunion is, the disk should be Both albums include the hit single My Lillie 
Song and Watching the River Greene did too. He had the h_\ added to t,he comp~ete colle~tion. Tmrn, which Simon wrote for Garfunkle. 0 
Run, the captured the Spokane audience's attention during his ~ Speaking of greatest hits albums, the greatest Simon's album also features Phoebe Snow's 
Coliseum audience immediate- · solo when he warmed up his 
O 
hitmakers of the 60-70 transition period, vocals. · 
ly in a pre-Thanksgiving show synthesizer, electric piano, • Chicago, have put out their Greatest Hits. Electric Light Orchestra's Face the Music, 
November 19. A RP String Ensemble and O ' However long they labored on this 30-minute Jefferson Starship's Red Octopus, Venus and 
After . Loggins sang his Leslie organ at the same time. wonder, it is sure to be an instant-suc~ess when Mars by Wings, Anne Murray's Together, Born 
acoustic songs and Messina Alth·ough Loggins and moms and dads start buying it to stuff to Run by Bruce Springsteen and The Band's 
picked up his electric axe, they Messina were complacent o• stockings. Northern lights-Southern Cross aU deserve 
were joined by a nine piece about the performance, the ~ Pick Chicago's Greatest Hits for a younger mention as good Christmas presents. 
band which included horns, Spokane audience caught fire q}' ~ 
o o~o •o violins and heavily synthesized and gave the artists an o 
keyboards. enthusiastic ovation. ..-----------------------------------------~ 
The full hour-and-a-half The band returned to encore JBL Lo·udspeaker Components 
concert . demonstrated that with another medley of hits, so Ii 11111....1 D A DYIC E 
Loggins . and ·Messina are skipping from My Music into U" • • • 
· wonderfully musical and that Mama Don't Dance and then 
they have a wonderfully going into Chuck Berry tunes. 
talented, professional backing They ended the set with. 
band. Nobody_ But You and the lights 
But nowhere in the set did 
they ever really show that they 
can be daring and innovating·. 
The music was played, but in 
all honesty, L & M didn't seem 
to care how the audience 
reacted. 
What they did play was 
good, as in Angry Eyes which 
they stretched into a 25-minute 
jam. Along the line, every 
member had a chance to solo 
and each did a duet with either 
Loggins or Messina. 
(Jrigher Days and To Be 
Free received the same jazz-
·oriented treatment, in pleasant 
contrast to the rock mood of 
· the concert. 
Several members of the 
band stood out, so much at 
times that, when Messina was 
upstaged, his reactions seemed 
inconsistent. 
He appeared disturbed 
when violinist Richard Greene 
took center stage. Greene gave 
the best show of the evening as 
he wandered a.round the stage, 
his bow flashing in the 
spotlights. 
Messina didn't look nearly 
December 4, 1975 
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came 9n. 
Loggins and Messina 
proved that if an artist has an 
established reputation, he 
doesn't have to expend much 
energy in concert. As long as 
he keeps winning awards with 
each new album, the fans will 









Take some sound advice from JBL- and save money 
while you're doing it. _ 
I 
Everyone knows the JBL reputation-but did you kn9~_ now, for a small 
fraction of the cost, you can custom build JBL for your specific sound 
requirements? 
Saving money with the JBL Custom Compone"t Series is only one of 
the benefits-for complete details (and a JBL Construction Kit-$5.00) 
visit Huppin's-and experience the complete line of JBL Custom Com-
ponents and speaker systems. 
H'UPPIMS- JBL Sales and Service 
HUPPIN'S 
W -I'll MAIN AVE, 7 47 ,<,055-7 47 -048tl 
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Cox Scores 30 
Hoopsters Drop Thriller 
By Jim Waggoner 
Sports Editor 
Despite a 30-point effort by 
Ron o , Whitworth 's Pirates 
took adva ntage of costly se-
cond half Eastern turnovers in 
registering an exciting 69-67 
non-conference basketball vic-
tory last Monday in the Pirate 
Fieldhouse. 
The contest carried much 
importance because it was a 
District l outing . Both 
Whitworth and Eastern com-
pete in District l of the 
National Association of Inter-
collegiate Athletics (NAIA) 
with the won-loss records a 
determining factor for post-
season playoff selection. 
Ed Waters scored on a fast 
break lay-in to cut 
Whitworth's lead at 67-65 with 
I :32 to go, but Pirate Sam 
Brasch countered with a 
driving bucket. After Cox 
tallied a goal at 0:58, the Whits 
had two opportunities to ice 
the v.ictory from the charity 
line but failed. 
The Eagles had a pair of 
cracks at evening the count but 
the shots weren't falling. But 
they still had a shot at it when 
they were awarded the ball un-
der their own hoop with only 
five seconds remaining. 
A well-designed play un-
folded but Randy Dyer's 
seven-footer from the left side 
hung on the rim before falling 
off. The win was Whitworth 's 
fir st over Eastern in five years 
and avenged last season 's close 
Pirate defeat to close out the 
campaign. 
Coach Jerry Krause's Eagles 
were not at full strength going 
into the game as two-year 
starter and co-captain John 
Alaniva watched the contest 
from the sidelines because of a 
virus. 6'9" Idaho State transfer 
Dave Allen didn't compete 
because of a nagging knee in-
JUry. 
Eastern had 14 second half 
turnovers partly due to 
aggressive Pirate defensive 
play. Whitworth 's biggest se-
cond half lead came at the 
l 0:00 mark, 59-53, on a Gary 
Brandt 15-foot jumper. 
Cox followed with a 
rebound hoop and Eagle 
reserve Paul H ungenberg con-
nected on a pair of free throws 
to narrow the gap to 61-59. 
Sharp-shooting Mike 
Jarrett's l 0-footer and ensuing 
charity toss stretched the score 
to 64-59 with 6: IO to go, but 
Cox got open under the basket 
and poured through a hoop. 
Paul Tikker caged a short 
range baseline jumper for a 66-
S I lead and following an Eagle 
time-out Hungenberg scor:ed. 
Brasch hit a free throw and 
Water's fast break hoop set the 
,,~' , .. 
RON COX, 30, stretches out to check the soaring Randy Harris, 
32, in the alumni game. John Alanha, 44, helps out while Eddie 
Waters, 12, looks on. (Photo by Doug McKay) 
l!'¥••······················· .. ····• * * 
: ":)' 1204 W. 1st ~ ~ 
i · Home of the Famous J 
ioouble Whammy & Strombolli 
* . • * INSIDE SEA TING , . • ~••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••~ 
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stage for the nervous final 
minute. 
Cox was obviously the 
game's mo t prolific performer 
as the junior center connected 
on 13 of 21 casts and hauled in 
a game-high 13 rebounds. Cox 
was four-for-four at the free 
throw line. 
Hungenberg hit five of seven 
and tallied 12 while senior Jeff 
McAlister was five of eight 
and scored 11 points. But no 
other Eagle tallied more than 
six points . 
Whitworth shot at a 54 per 
cent clip and Eastern was 30 of 
63 for 48 per cent. The Eagles 
outrebounded the Whits 36-
34. 
In the preliminary, new 
Eagle jayvee coach Rick 
Samuels enjoyed a victorious 
debut as his young hoopsters 
squeaked by the Whits jayvees 
78-74. 
Sparkplug guard Tom Rife 
hooped 17 to pace the Eagles, 
while Jeff Miller had 13, Larry 
DeBoer 11, and Brian 
Williams 10 to round out a 
balanced scoring attack. 
197S-76 BASKETBALL 
SCHEDULE 
Eastern Washington State 
College 
All Varsity Games Start at 7:30 P.M. 
Dec. 5 Montana Tech College 
Dec. 6 Montana Tech College 
Dec. 12 At Eastern Montana (Billings) 
Dec. 13 At Carroll College (Helena) 
Dec. 18 At S.F.U. (Vanc0tner B.C) 
Dec. 20 At UPS (Tacoma) 
Dec. 29,30 EWSC Christmas Clauic 
EWSC, Seattle Pacific, CWSC, Whitworth 
Ja•. 10 At Lewis & Clark (Idaho) 
Jan. 12 •Eastern Oregon College 
Jan. 16 *At So. Ore. Col. (Ashland) 
Jan. 17 • At Ore. Tech. (Kalamath Falls) 
Jan. 23 •wwsc 
Jan. 24 *Oregon College of Education 
Jan. JO *At E. Ore. Col. (l.aGrande) 
Jan. 31 *At CWSC 
Feb. 7 Simon Fraser Uahersitv 
Feb. 9 *CWSC 
Feb. 13 *Southern Oregon College 
Feb. 14 *Ore. Inst. of Tech. 
Feb. 16 Whitworth 
Feb. 20 *At WWSC 
Feb. 21 *At Oregon College 
• Evergreen Conference Games 
EAGLE ALL-AMERICAN candidate Ron Cox makes his 
presence known during the recent alumni basketball game as he 
prepares to reject an alum shot attempt. ( Photo by Doug McKay) 
Eagles Host Tech 
Eastern 's regular season 
home schedule gets underway 
here this weekend when the 
Montana Tech Orediggers in-
vade the Pavilion Friday and 
Saturday night for non-
conference basketball action. 
Game time both nights is 7:30 
p.m. 
Coach Terry Battenberg's 
Orediggers suffered through a 
disappointing 4-23 record last 
season, including a pair of set-
backs at the hands of the 
Eagles, but with six returning 
lettermen back and several 
promising freshmen and 
trasnfer prospects Tech 
reportedly is competitive this 
time around. 
Coach Jerry Krause's Eagles 
will be -seeking their initial vie-
tory of the season after a 69-t> t 
loss at Whitworth last Mon-
d~y night _in Spokane. 
Both clubs thrive on the 
concept of pressure basketball. 
And Battenberg has expressed 
confidence in his club's ability 
because of team depth. 
And Krause also has signifi-
cant bench strength and when 
John Alaniva and Dave Allen 
bounce back from their recent 
ailments, the Eagles will be 
stren.gthened further. 
Probable Eastern starters 
are Ed Waters, Jeff McAlister, 
Emerson Gordon, Randy 
Dyer and Ron Cox. 
Others expected to see plen-
ty of action this weekend are 
Rob Ridnour, Paul 
H ungenberg, Terry Pepple and 
frosh Kevin Campbell. 
Grambo Tops Pool Tourney 
By Dave Stocker 
Sports Writer 
Lyle Grambo was crowned 
the pool king as he defeated 
Mark Nysether in the Great 
Intramural Shootout 
November 20. Grambo, 5-0 
for the tournament, defeated 
Steve Williams in the semi-
final round, while Nysether 
bowed Angie Raya 'in the 36-
person tournament. 
The women took to the 
roundball courts last week 
with five teams vying for the 
fall quarter crown. In the two 
scheduled contests, Schoesler's 
Shooters won by forfeit from 
the NoNamers, and the 
Chumps used the 16 points of 
Karen Herness and the 10 
p01ms ot' Ruth Schubeck to 
destroy the Short Shots 34-2. 
Men 's 3-on-3 basketball 
playoffs began Monday with 
first and second round action 
being played in both devisions. 
Big Three Productions 
finished the regular season 
with a 7-0 record, and con-
tinued their undefeated string 
with victories over Middle 
Digits 43-40 and a 39-32 
triumph over the Wienies. Lit-
tle Deuce Coupe II also had a 
clean slate in regular season 
play in the Six Foot and Under 
league with a 6-0 mark, and 
had little trouble so far with a 
56-24 win over the Hoodmen. 
Bill Lake! had 20 points for 
LDC in that game. Deuce 
-i:ummn•N .. nnst c1-1 
The Easterner 
Coupe also scored a close J4-
32 win over Chinga Chops to 
remain in the winners bracket. 
Other Six Foot and Under 
scores: 
Ff<lculty Fuzzy 44, Monroe's 
Molecules 42-Wayne Buz-
za rd netted 24 to lead the 
Faculty. 
F I a c i"d F I o g g er s 3 6 , 
Unknowns 31-The Floggers 
pulled a stunning upset as they 
downed the leaders of the 
Norther Division. 
Nutty Humpers 44, Wool 
41-Scott Florio meshed 19 in 
the H umpers win. . 
Faculty Fuzzy 54, Flacid 
Floggers 36-Dale Stradling 
canned 28 and Wayne Buzzard 
scored 24 in the Fuzzy victory. 
In the Six Foot and Over 
Division, EM BO took top 
honors with a 7-0 record, while 
Little Deuce Coupe and the 
Coastmen followed with 6-0 
marks. EM BO continues in 
the winner's bracket with an 
easy 6638 win over Woof 
Pussy. Sam Martinez was 
leading scorer with 22 poin t;:;, 
and Rob Watson and Mike 
Ransford had 18. 
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Swimmei~ Preparing 
GtllllN J1mw......- Rob Strenge Douel'Y Marte Walker 8teveHanma 
Wash--Atlanta Wash Wash 
Balt--NV Giants Giants Bait 
Buffalo--Miarnl Buffalo Buffalo 
Detroit-Chicago. Detroit Detroit 
Clnn-Phl_lly Clnn Clnn 
Cleveland-Pitt Pitt Pitt 
Dallas-St. Louis St. Louis 'Dallas 
Denver-Oakland Oakland Oakland 
Green Bau-Minn Minn Minn 
Houston-San Fran San Fran Sen Fran 






















Eastern WashingJon State 
College will open the swim-
ming season Saturday (Dec. 6) 
with seven teams entered in the 
EWSC relays starting at noon 
in the college's Memorial 
Fieldhouse. 
Whitman, Central 
LA Rams-New Orleans New Orleans Rams Rams 
Kan City 
Rams Rams 
Washington State, Whitworth, 
University of Montana, 
University of Idaho and 
EWSC will compete in the 
meet. .NY Jets-New England Jets New England New England Jets New England 
Ohio St.-UCLA Ohio St. Ohio St. Ohio St. Ohio St. Ohio St. 
Okla-Mich Michigan Okla Okla Okla Okla 
Alabama-Penn St. Penn St. Alabama Alabama Alabama Alabama 
Usc.:rexas.A& M use TexA&M TexA&M TexA&M USC 
Jayvee Cagers Talented 
This is the second year with 
sepa rate men's and women's 
teams at EWSC. Pete Hagelin 
coaches both teams with Brent 
Wooten as assistant. 
The varsity has eight retur-
ning lettermen, including team 
captain Ken Kallio and 
Robert Henager, both of 
whom swim the breaststroke. 
By Brad Kemmer 
Sports Writer 
The Eastern Washington 
State College Junior 'Varsity 
Basketball season has begun 
with prospects for a successful 
season under head coach Rick 
Samuels and assistant coach 
Jon M ulvenna. 
.. The EWSC JV has the 
ability to play good basket-
ball," said coach Samuels. 
"One concern we face is lack 
of depth. We led Whitworth 
by twelve points and almost 
lost the game because our 
starters got in foul trouble." 
(The Eagles won, 78-74). The· 
depth problem was created 
when two promising players, 
Wayne Washington, a 
sophomore from Tacoma, and 
Dan Schmarr, a freshman 
from Cheney were declared in-
eligible. Schmarrs' eligibility is 
being appealed, coach Samuels 
noted. 
The members of the team 
are players who will be the 
nucleus of varsity teams in the 
next few years. In fact two 
starting players, Mike Barrett, 
a 6'6" forward-center from 
University High in Spokane 
and Jeff Miller, a 6'8" center 
from Cheney are considered 
varsity material for this year. 
Included in the starting 
lineup besides Barrett and 
Miller are Chris Mix, a 6'5" 
sophomore from Spokane, 
Larry Den Boer, 6'2" 
freshman from Sunnyside, 
John Adams, a 6-foot 
freshman from Athena, 
Oregon, and Tom Rife, a 5'8" 
freshman from Everett. These 
players alternate starting 
positions according to op-
ponents' strength and 
weaknesses. The remainder of 
the squad includes Brian 
Williams, a 6 foot sophomore 
from Reardan and Jeff 
Fredrick, a 6-foot freshman 
from Spangle. 
The Eagle JV's, who have 
not lost in two games this 
season, play their next game at 
home against the Gonzaga 
JV's Friday at 5: 15 p.m. in the 
Special Events Pavilion. 
The 1975-·I 976 schedule will 
consist of 20 games. Included 
in the schedule are four games 
with the highly regarded Gon-
zaga JV's as well as games with 
North Idaho College and the 
Washington State University 
JV squad. All home games 
start at 5: 15 p.m. and will 
precede the varsity games in 
most cases. 
Quote of the Week-( Roger 
Taylor, Br_itish tennis star) 
"Even the computer ranks Jim-
my Connors as number one. 
And the guys who feed the com-
puter can't stand him." 
Mike Beckwith is the 
leading distance swimmer. 
Sprinter Alan Hill will expect 
challenges from freshmen Ron 
Fromm, Wally Naeve and 
Steve Trapani. 
Bob Stone and Trevor San-
dison will swim the individual 
medley . Leading freestyler is 
Rich Engel. In diving competi-
tion the Eagles will have Brent 
Nicholson, Kevin Tinsley and 
Charles Tucker. 
The women's roster has no 
returning letter winners back. 
Susan Hodgson lettered OR the 
men's team two years ago, 
when Eastern didn't have a 
women 's team. 
She and Lynee Amend, a 
backstroke specialist; Shirley ' 
Asmussen, freestyler;· Patty I 
Phi,nney, a sprinter; • Diane 
Seman, a backstroker, and 
Heidi Richardson;. a •0ist"ance· 
swimmer, will all be looked to , 
for team leadership. 
Other promising talents in-
clude Shirley Baker and Cathy 
Clark, both distance 
swimmers, Kerry Dillon, Patsy 
Lozano, Cammie Pratt and 
Bonnie Sherar, all trying for 
top position in the individual 
medley; Ann Schmal and Lisa 
Wilson both swimming in the 
sprints; Margaret Russweil, 
Linda Dinehart, Janet Hanson 
and Mary Orr will swim in 
either back-or breaststroke. 
EASTERN WRESTLING is underway with pre-season meets 
being held. Coach Curt Byrnes has set his sights on the E,ergreen 
Conference title this winter. ( Photo by Mike Bade) 
Jean MacCheyne with Susie 
Wampler and Mona Ornelas 
will see a lot of diving action 
this season. 
Gymnasts Open Friday 
Reliable Watch Repair 
at Reasonable Prices 
The EWSC gymnasts of 
both the men's and women's 
teams will be performing this 
Friday in an intersquad meet 
to determine each athlete's 
placement on the varsity team. 
Taking place in the gym-
nastics room in the Phase II 
building of the athletic com-
plex, the meet will begin at 
I :00 for the women and 4:00 
for the men. 
Men's head coach Jack Ben-
son said, uThe ,meet will be 
highlighted by many outstan-
ding individual performances 
including Dave Millard on 
floor exercise, Kris Bolkan on 
the rings, Kurt Steinheiser on 
December 4, 1975 
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the long horse, Marty Rask on 
the parallel bars, and Dave 
Sealy on the side horse. All-
round athletes will include 
Ken Rux, Kurt Nagashima,,Al 
Smith, and Bill Jackson." 
Women's head coach 
Maxine Davis is also 
guaranteeing many bright per-
formances on the women's 
part. The girls are also com-
peting between each other for 
All Work Done By A . 
Certified Mast~r Watch maker. 
SM IJH JEWELERS 
DOWNTOWN - CHENEY 
positions on the varsity team. b d 
Both coaches, Jack Benson j1 Featuring .SEAS()' :!:sE!T wae~t other top an s 
and Maxine Davis, encourage i Every Wed. Nlght-EWSC & Gonzaga Nlte 
everyone to come and see the i. $1.25 Pitchers all night 
admission-free meet that i BRING STUDENT CARD 
should prove to be quite ; !Every Thurs. night is Ladles Nl~ht i 
exciting for everyone. ! ........................ ~~ .. !:~!.!~.!~~ .. ~~.! .. ~!~! .. ~!.~!.1.~ .. ~-~:.!~ ....................... l 
:I"he Easterner 
In all scheduled meets, both 
men's and women's teams will 
compete except where noted 
otherwise. 
The complete schedule: 
Dec. 6, EWSC Relays, Cheney, 
noon; Jan. 10, Whitworth, Cheney, 2 
p.m.; Jan. 16, (Women ) College of 
Great Falls, Great Falls, Mont. 7 p.m. ; 
Jan. 23 , Whitman, Whitworth, Cheney, 
7 p.m.; Jan. 30, Central Washington, 
Western Washington, Highline CC, 
Ellensburg, 2 p.m. ; Jan. 31, (Women) 
Idaho Invitational, Moscow, 9 a.m.; 
Feb. 5, Whitman, Walla Walla, 7 p.m. ; 
Feb. 6, Willamette, Oregon College, 
Salem, Ore. 4 p.m.; Feb. 12, 13, 14 
(Men) Evergreen Conference Cham-
pionships, Ellensburg, 9 a.m.; Feb. 14 
(Women) Whitworth, College of Great 
falls, Cheney, 2 p.m.; Feb. 19, 20, 21 
( Men) Northwest Championships, 
Moscow, 9 a.m.; Feb. 26, 27, 28 
(Women) Northwest Championships, 




























SAN FRANCISCO TOUR 
DEC. 28-JAN. 3 $1·54 7 Daye 
INCLUDES: Chartered Bus, hotel accommodations, 
sightseeing: Chinatown, The Cannery, Ghlrardelll Square, 
Fishermans Wharf and more .. . lot of free time. 
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS a BROCHURE: 
House of Travel-235-84·44 (PUB) 
Rodeen• Tours-624-2352 (Spokane 
624-2352 
Box 98/Spokane 99210 
GOOD LIFE INSURANCE . 
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE 
· EXPENSIVE! 
For Information See ... 
Ron Richardson 
1973 EWSC Graduate 
Tel: 838-4201 (Spokane) 
CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE 
The Blue Chip Company- Since 1846 
WANT TO BE MORE 
THAN A STUDENT? 
The University Vear for Action (UVA) Program (316 
Martin Hall, 359-7022) offers you: 
* A nine month off-campus, pre-professional in-
ternship 
* Full academic credit for field-centered, work-
related EWSC course offerings 
* A $200 monthly stipend and medical insurance 
Call us (359-7022) or atop by and see If you qualify (8-5, 
Martin Halt 316) 
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MONTHLY TAPESOFFEREDONSPECIAL MEMBEnSHIPON SllCH TOPICS 
WHICH INCLUDE • 
Crt>.itrvP and Pos1t1v1! Th1nk1nq In O,?pth Conc1•11tr.it1011 
Astro Pro1Pct1on Tht> 7 Pl,in1is New Spar.I' , 
Er1qp, n and W PstPrn Philo~ophy 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER/MEMBERSHIP NOW ONLY SlO 
As a member I understand you will mail me 
each month an information card on next 
months tape. If I do not want that selection, 
I mark the appropriate box and mail the card 
back. I will only receive the selections that 
interest me and I have prapaid for. I under-
stand the card must be mailed back within 
10 days. 
CHECK HERE IF YOU 00 NOT WANT TO 







Mail to CREATIVE MIIUBIESS INC. 
5030 ,_.._ 1111. Sui1a A-103 
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